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Waldron, Arthur: From War to Nationalism: China's Turning Point , 19241925. (Cambridge University Press, 1995), xix + 366 pp., $ 39.95. ISBN 0-52147238-5.

As in his The Great Wall of China , Arthur Waldron has again turned to Chinese
military-political history to subvert some long-standing verities of Chinese history. In The Great Wall he discredited the complementary myths of the Great
Wall and a "monolithic" pre-modern China. In From War to Nationalism , he
takes on the guiding argument in mainstream modern Chinese history: the structural incapacity of the China's status quo regime and the consequent inevitability
of a nationalist revolution.

Waldron argues on the contrary that by 1924 what he calls the "Northern
System" had stabilized after the difficult decade of the 1920s, and that the Beijing

government under Wu Peifu bid fair to resolve China's pressing problems. Wal-

dron thus finds the roots of the Nationalist revolution of 1926-1928 not in any

systemic deficiency of the Northern regime, but rather in the widespread disrup-

tion produced by the Secong Zhili-Fengtian War of 1924. It was the war's defeat
of the dominant Zhili clique that both gave credibility to the previously marginal
"anti-imperialist, anti-feudal" critique, and weakened the forces of order enough
to give the Northern Expedition a chance of victory.
JAH 31/1 (1997)
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Washington Conference's promise of escape from the financial and diplomatic
entanglements of the treaty system was proving illusory even before the war
broke out (pp. 30-34). Nor does he even attempt to confront the significance of
the May Fourth Movement, anti-Christian agitation, the upsurge in labor unrest,
and the post-war depression in discrediting both the Beijing government and the
Versailles powers. In short, even after reading From War to Nationalism one
still has the impression that the period of stability from 1921-1924 was only a
temporary reprieve due to a series of fortunate accidents. The Northern System
may have been still afloat in 1924 but it was by no means seaworthy.
Waldron has thus given us a compelling narrative of one of the dramatic
episodes that together finally broke the back of the Northern System. He has
also gone a considerable way in elucidating the nature and the strengths, even
in its last days, of that system. In so doing, he has issued a much-needed call to
abandon the teleological master narrative of inevitable revolution. Compared to
these achievements, his failure to adequately establish the centrality of the years
1924-1925 is an important but not vitiating flaw in an otherwise masterful and
provocative study.
Indiana University

Christopher P. Atwood

Atkins, Martyn: Informal Empire in Crisis: British Diplomacy and the
Chinese Customs Succession , 1927-1929 , Cornell East Asia Series 74. (Ithaca:
Cornell University East Asia Program, 1995), x + 127 pp., pbk. $ 12.00. ISBN 0939657-74-0.

When the Guomindang established itself at Nai'jing in 1928, two governments
claimed to be the legitimate rulers of China. In their relations with external
powers, each of them attempted to alter the treaties that had been imposed on
the Qing empire through force by European nation-states in the previous century.
Of crucial concern for both were provisions like extraterritoriality and tariff
regulation, treaty provisions which the Powers had agreed to rescind or modify
at the Washington Conference (1921-1922).
JAH 31/1 (1997)

